
  Impact of LEP2 and a glimpse to the future
 LEP130 LEP172 LEP190 LEP206 ⇒LEP220 ⇒LEP240

      IMPACT
   success from the machine side
   success from the experimental side: generators, analyses, ADLO, LEP groups
  Higgs searches      other searches: SUSY, compositeness, etc
  W physics:  MW , W couplings    four-fermions    fermion-antifermion
  electroweak constraints and consequences: the LEP paradox.

       GLIMPSE
  status of speculations beyond the Standard Model (BSM):
     ambition,  Lorentz framework, promises, accessibility at LHC
  How to proceed at LHC?



Hommage to the LEP machine

peak L × time ≈ 
7 × integrated L

 window of
opportunity



  synchrotron studies, masks: P. Roudeau, G. von Holtey
Steve



C.Benvenuti
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HIGGS SEARCH

Aachen, 1986



What we knew when LEP2 started....
      

       discovery limit at LEP
mass limit in MSSM

126 GeV

        

M.Carena et al, 1994

now:

1993

PPE/94-114, Rep.Prog.Phys. 57(1994)1137



we rediscovered the existence of backgrounds

  and ended
in confusion...

threshold
 machine ?





S.Myers-C.Wyss 
CERN-96-0, p40

384 SCC (100 more) 
in equipped zones

(111 GeV/beam, K.Hubner)

MSSM either correct, 
and we missed it, 

or incorrect, and we 
are wrong to spend 
most of our activity 

on this scenario

0804.4401



LEP results, J.Lykken

...

custodial symmetry

J.Lykken



Many possibilities of conspirations
with new physics, allowing for a
heavier Higgs: Peskin-Wells.

Example: a 4th generation, with heavy ν
arXiv:0706.3718

S

T



 Other limits on Higgs bosons (in GeV):
       MSSM, small mA
       CP conserving for mh–max,  mt=174.3  → mh > 92.8, mA > 93.4
       charged                        → 76.6 –78.6
       doubly charged           →  95.5

       fermiophobic              → 109.7
       invisible                       →114.4
       flavour independent   →112.9
       ........
        “stealthy”, coupled to phions, limit on coupling (OPAL)
       etc, etc
 But some searches
 missing (or not ADLO)
  ex. h → aa → 4τ
  possible in NMSSM, even MSSM?
  h would be the “97 GeV” bump,
  the next boson would be the “115”

Vanina, ..



Other searches

SUSY, etc



Some limits

topologies
explored

Limit on 
neutralino

Luc, ..



with LEP2
electroweak

without LEP2
electroweak

SUSY after LEP2  hep-ph/0502095

direct limit
from LEP2

more red, less probable,...



     quasi perfect convergence of coupling strengths at 1016 GeV in low mass SUSY

zoom



Tevatron?

Next?



Compositeness, hep-ex/0512006
e* arXiv:0707.3912 

Limits,
limits..



LEP paradox hep-ph/0007265

does not apply to SUSY
dim≥5

95% lower bounds



0710.2378topological approach

Searches at HERA
and Tevatron



only two
experiments 
(or a single

one) may lead
to tricky

situations..



visualisation
Luc,

Jean-Claude,
Franco

scanning:
Niels,..

Happy time!...



Ideogram:
Niels, Martijn

DELPHI 97-55



Very Forward Tracker:
improved tracking forward

tracking: 11° to 169° coverage 

one sector of TPC out
for 1/4 of 2000 data, but
enough redundancy to 
cope with the problem

b-tag

John, Maria-E, Markus, etc



LEP2 measurements



9 MeV on Mw

MW at LEPbeam energy

hadronization: proton multiplicity

fraction of LUBOEI model

Bose-Einstein

BE variable

color
reconnection

r = p.f. intra-W
over p.f. inter-W

Sjostrand-Khose:
full c.r.

hep-ex/060501



 P.Roudeau, Aachen, 1986
LEP 80.376±0.033 GeV





  SM W
couplings

 quartic

Zγγ

WWγ



  λγ = 
±0.02

WZ at LHC

hep-ph/0511088

not enough to probe SM loop effects (0.003)    expected to be depressed by mW
2/Λ2

AQGC are 
compatible
with zero

 as expected



  Fermion-antifermion   LEP2FF/03-01  

compositeness

        Z’



GLIMPSE AT LHC PHYSICS

1/ re-discover the SM   
2/ establish the existence of signals BSM, if any
3/ find out what they are: the LHC “inverse problem”



The Big One The Small One, 
or LEP Paradox

Solve the hierarchy problem

 SUSY  SUSY variants
(Split, Folded, ..) 

Ignore the hierarchy problem

 “Little” RS

4 dim > 4 dim

RS1

4 dim > 4 dim

 Technicolor, but T?
 Walking TC

Gauge-Higgs
 unification

 Higgsless

“anthropic”
  reasoning

Little
Higgs

 MSSM, but “tension”?
 NMSSM, ...

   flat
ADD

Holographic
TechnicolorRS’

 warped

UED

Higgslessgaugino SUSY
      breaking

?



                                    SUSY
  → great merits from the theoretical side
   → relatively abundantly produced
   → mostly MSSM, even SUGRA, are studied
    mh > 114 GeV →  “tension”, O(1%) fine tuning
       ways to escape:
    ? we missed a non SM-like light Higgs: e.g. h (97) → aa → 4 τ  (arXiv:0801.4554)
    ? consider hidden sectors: “Hidden Valleys”, etc  (arXiv:0712.2041)
    ? move to NMSSM:  proposed benchmarks  (arXiv:0801.4321)
    ? ignore the tension: Split SUSY → long-lived gluino, R-hadrons
                                (hep-ph/0612161, hep-ph/0611040)
     R-parity?   proton stability, LSP dark matter, missing ET
                                 but wishful thinking?
                     proposed benchmarks  (arXiv:0710.2287)
     missing ET + .... as a privileged handle
        but try also “positive” identification (arXiv:0801.3799)





    Custodial symmetry        plus          Custodial parity
      to satisfy e.w. constraints                              to allow for lighter objects, for a
                                                                                 DM candidate, to satisfy e.g. Rb

  then all models look
 somewhat alike... and

like SUSY with R-parity.
 They however differ in 

spin, in the number 
of recurrences.

The LHC “inverse problem”

The AdS/CFT correspondance links 5D (RS) and 4D (Technicolor)
             5th dimension                                     energy scale
                                           deconstruction, 
                                 5th dimension on a lattice, etc

KK-parity

T-parity

KK-parity



A critical question is whether new objects 
are coupled or not to SM projectiles
i.e.  is the Drell-Yan mode open or 
should one rely on Vector Boson Fusion
ex. SUSY versus “Folded SUSY”
Folded SUSY has no squark/gluino strong production

ex. top 
partners

 
 ex. benchmarks for strong e.w. breaking

ex. fourth generation

Ugo

2.5pb

G.Servant





 know what you collide, i.e.
master the PDF in the relevant
regions at the order needed

 master the underlying event

At LHC you must:

P.Z.Skands



 master the “SM background” at the order needed

 Master the detection and analysis chain, statistics and systematics



 Rather than on physics scenarios (of which at most one is correct)
    one should focus on all accessible topologies (i.e. instrumentally 
    manageable and for which the SM “background” is mastered)

            n leptons + m photons + p jets  (+ ET
miss)

 Re-discover the SM
      first benchmarks are ratios (W/Z, jets “in”/jets “out”, etc
      check e/µ universality

 Promising search channels are:

           di-leptons (“Drell-Yan”)
           di-jets
           di-bosons, e.g. WZ
           top-antitop
   and peculiar signatures: heavy stables, displaced vertices


